CAPSTONE: Health Insurance

The following short videos (each one no more than 6 minutes in length) will provide a brief overview of modern day development of health insurance, explain how health insurance works as well as go over Medicare and Medicaid.

The article at the end goes into some of these concepts into more detail.

Health Insurance 101- The Basics:  [https://youtu.be/Gx0kHOibwHA](https://youtu.be/Gx0kHOibwHA)

Health Insurance 101- Types of Plans:  [https://youtu.be/b1nDvF0OanA](https://youtu.be/b1nDvF0OanA)


The American Health Care System: brief history of development of modern day health insurance in the US:  [https://youtu.be/i0bHLTGuK8U](https://youtu.be/i0bHLTGuK8U)

What is Medicare? Medicare 101:  [https://youtu.be/Zb0dBqfwhls](https://youtu.be/Zb0dBqfwhls)

Understanding Healthcare Costs: Medicaid:  [https://youtu.be/NZJ-k0uLxOA](https://youtu.be/NZJ-k0uLxOA)

Primer on US Healthcare System: detailed article explaining many terms/concepts associated with healthcare plans

[https://medium.com/@celinehh/a-primer-to-the-united-states-healthcare-system-200620ec35c7](https://medium.com/@celinehh/a-primer-to-the-united-states-healthcare-system-200620ec35c7)